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This study provides a comparison of three methods, i.e., standard locally weighted
averaging (LWA), least-norm solutions, and `1-minimization, for model-free pre-
dictive control based on Just-In-Time modeling and database maintenance for an
unstable system. In contrast to conventional model predictive control, the model-
free predictive control method does not use any mathematical model; rather, it uses
the past input/output data stored in a database. Although conventional stabilizing
feedback is used to obtain the input/output data of an unstable system, model-free
predictive control is assumed to be used without it. Three methods based on stan-
dard LWA, least-norm solutions, and `1-minimization are statistically compared us-
ing a simple model. The results show that the methods of least-norm solutions and
`1-minimization are superior to that of LWA. The method by `1-minimization yields
tracking errors smaller than that by least-norm solutions; however, the method by
`1-minimization requires a long computational time. In addition, the eectiveness
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In the real world, plenty of systems have insucient information about the way to
control. To design a control method, the information is important. When we do
not have enough information it is like driving a car in the desert without help of
a map. The purpose of the map is a guidance for the driver to go to the point of
achievement with a little mistake. It is not easy to get information, one way is to
make several preliminary experiment and see the reaction of the system after that
make a temporary conclusion to define the next condition. Based on temporary
conclusion, the control method built and the duty of controller is to produce the
control input. Figure.1.1 shows the mechanism to treat the disturbance d and the
desired output r to the measured output y :
Figure 1.1: Overview control of a system
An error between the reference r and the output y should be minimized when
the controller is used to control a system (plant). In this study, the reference signal
r is included in calculation to achieve the best output with minimum error. In op-
timization problem in control world, the cost function to be minimized sometime
is not only one. For example, there are two variables that have to be minimized
error and computation time. The lowest error probably makes the computation time
increase whereas fast computation time can make a big error. The mechanism of
the optimize solution choose the best available error not always the lowest error but
acceptable for the system and fast solution.
Another approach in control theory is data-driven theory. The data-driven the-
ory [1] is designed to use directly using input/output data with on-line or o-line
mechanism, the data is taken as a knowledge without any mathematical models or
implicit and explicit information. Figure.1.2 shows the mechanism in general the
data flow of the data-driven system.
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Figure 1.2: General overview of data-driven method
In Fig.1.2 M and N are length of data. Furthermore yd(k), y(k), u(k) are the
desired output r, output, and the input respectively. All I/O data are stored in a
database and then can be used again in control.
There are many methods in the frame of the data-driven theory to obtain optimal
control input u based on such as k-Nearest Neighborhood, LWA (Locally Weighted
Average), Least-norm solution, and `1-norm optimization. In this research, we in-
vestigate three methods LWA, least-norm and the `1-norm to optimize the control
input u. The objective is to obtain the best output y.
Main idea of this research is to understand control performance use model-free
predictive control or Just-in-Time (JIT) predictive. Model predictive control com-
monly is used in chemical industry [2]. On the other hand, and the method proposed
by Stenman in 1999 [3] updates the mathematical model constantly based on input
and output data, and Just-In-Time modelling. The data store in a database [4], [5]
a sucient data [6] same like model on-demand [7], lazy learning [8], or instance
based learning [9]. The Just-In-Time technique is applied for prediction in steel
industry [10], [11], [12], [13], PID parameter tuning [14], [15], a soft sensor in
industrial chemical processes [16], etc.
Inoue and Yamamoto [17] introduced a model, it is called “model free” for
predictive control in just-in-time modelling. The method directly predicted an opti-
mal input without using any local models, but using online measured data and also
stored prior data. The Just-In-Time method searches the neighbors of the current
data from the stored data or database and weight average is used to predict a future
behaviour system. Although for this weighted average, several methods are applica-
ble in the Just-In-Time modeling framework, control performance highly depends
on the weights. Similar Just-In-Time control methods are also proposed in [18],
[19], [20], etc. They also use the nearest neighbor and LWA (Locally Weighted
Average) technique as in the Just-In-Time modeling method.
Recently, two approaches substituting the conventional the nearest neighbor and
LWA technique have been introduced [21], [22]. In a previous study [21], weights
are calculated as a solution of a linear equation. In another previous study [22],
weights are computed as a solution of an `1-minimization problem which produces
a sparse vector with a few nonzero elements. This type of `1-minimization is cur-
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rently popular in signal processing community [23], because sparse solutions yield
benefit. In control community, sparsity is also utilized in ecient data compression
for control signals through rate-limited erasure channels [24]. In [22], sparsity is
utilized to find the nearest neighbor and the weights.
The focus of this paper is to compare of three methods ([17], [21], and [22])
by applying them to control of an unstable system. Stabilization by model free
predictive control is still an open problem. Asymptotic stabilization seems to be
impossible except for an ideal case where there is no noise and nonlinearity. The
boundedness of all signals in the control system will only be guaranteed in practical
applications. In this paper, we statistically evaluate the eect by model free pre-
dictive control through many trials. In the case of an unstable system, it is dicult
to construct a rich database containing input/output data without feedback control.
Hence, to construct a database, we assume that there exists simple feedback control
that stabilizes the unstable system. In [18] and [25], data-driven is used to improve
stabilizing feedback control. In contrast to these, since our main aim is to show that
model-free predictive control has the ability to stabilized unstable systems, when we
use model-free predictive control, we do not use the stabilizing controller, unlike in
[18] and [25]. In addition, we investigate the eect of database maintenance. In this
paper, as a method of database maintenance, we propose that least accessed data
in the database is replaced with the most current data which was obtained online.
Replacing is done to prevent the size of the database increasing.
1.1 Motivations and Objectives
This research in concern with a algorithm computing control a small tracking error.
The evaluation criteria of the algorithm is low memory usage, fast computation
time and a small tracking error. Model free prediction or JIT optimization is one
of promising solution and model-free predictive control method does not use any
mathematical models but the past input/output from currently time the data must
be stored in a database. The JIT contribution is as an estimator to approach an
estimate of nonlinear estimator base on observed the data from prior process. The
application for JIT can be used in real world, for instance in chemical industrial to
process the liquid, etc. JIT is used as the data-driven for the methods to follow the
reference.
The aim of this research is to measure the capability of the three methods :
LWA, least-norm, and `1-norm. There are two evaluate criteria error and compu-
tation time. The goal of the methods in running process is to get the vector x or
weight factors with several methods. One of the method is `1-norm optimization,
the method produces a sparse vector x which contains a few zero non zero element.
For example, the vector 2 <1000 with 20 element non-zero elements can be consid-
ered as a sparse vector.
In this research, the database can be updated and the process to update the
database is called database maintenance. Another objective is to see the influence
of maintenance the database to achieve a better result.The database maintenance in
this case use a constant value to remove an unimportant value for the next process.
The goal is to make a perfect database to get input to the system.
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1.2 Overview of Previous and Related Researches
1.2.1 Just-in-Time Models with Application to Dynamical Sys-
tem
The common of method collected the data from prior process to understand the
characteristic of the system, behavior of the movement and as a training data to
make the data-driven in the future time. In Stenman [6], Just-in-time estimator used
to make the weighted matrix as the neighborhood data. The weights are made to
be optimized to minimize MSE (Mean Square Error). The size of the data to make
database is determined by an operator. The order is significant to order the dimen-
sion of matrix space in programming language. He said that the convergence rate
from JIT estimator give a consistent estimates as a function for same case in ker-
nel method. There are two essential step in the concept. Firstly, consider about
nonlinear identification in time domain which can predict the output from nonlinear
system based on data sets of prior input and output in dynamical system. Sec-
ondly, in frequency domain identification occurs when a linear system is faced for
estimating the problem of the frequency response function. The benefit of JIT is
the optimized locally, the locally method compared with the global that make the
performance increase. The complexity is in the computational programming code,
the reason is to search the neighborhood in multidimensional space and estimator
derivation in term of computational eort.
1.2.2 Just-In-Time Predictive Control for a Two-wheeled Robot
JIT is also used in Nakpong and Yamamoto [25], to control Two-Wheeled robot.
The robot moves with two wheels as an invert pendulum to maintain the standing
position. In the method, they made a database as a data-driven to control the robot.
The database was collected with preliminary experiment and the data are the angle
,  and also a random data of input between  0:5 until 0:5. The preliminary ex-
periment took N = 5000 sample data and then stack the data into one vector. The
vector arrange in time of t to be a single matrix A and compare with information
vector to find a similar phenomena in database. The JIT predictive control calculate
in computer and then send the controller output to the robot. The communication
between JIT predictive control and the robot use WiFi connection to send and re-
ceive the data, Fig.1.3 give an illustration about the communication data. The result
of the research can make the robot stable by state feedback in advance.
1.2.3 Design of Discrete Predictive Controller Using Approxi-
mate Nearest Neighbor Method
In Konaka [19], a method is proposed to the neighbor as a solution of control input
u. There are several steps to get the controller. Firstly, a training data is collected
randomly from five limited input uto get output y and then normalized all of vector.
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Figure 1.3: Communication data between robot and computer
The locality sensitive hashing (LSH) is used to classify the data 1.1.
h : <d ! Z; ha;b(v) =




where r > 0 is a hash function parameter, a 2 <d is chosen independently from nor-
mal distribution, b is a scalar from uniform distribution and bxc is a floor function.
Secondly, an information vector is made by realtime process.
Figure 1.4: Example of k-nearest neighbor classification
The initial k in Fig.1.4 indicates how many data that are taken near the sample
data and classification means the selection input. In Fig.1.4, there are three class
and the nearest data is belong to the third class.
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In each time of k the data selected of the neighbor from training data, for in-
stance in k = 10 after normalized and calculated LSH value, the next step calculate
the distance as an indicator of nearest data to get the nearest data. For this case, the
data that have same hash value first from training data are calculated and the goal is
to reduce the computation time. The solution is the index i as the nearest data and
the apply u(k) to the system after that move to next time (k + 1) and the input/ouput
from the process are stored.
1.3 Outline of The Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 describes model-free predictive control and a few support system for
this research.
Chapter 3 explains three kinds of control algorithms and also the algorithm steps
of model free predictive control.
Chapter 4 represents simulation results and discussion. In the simulation there
are graphs that indicate the results of the method.





In real life, predictive control commonly use in petrochemical industry, the influ-
ence of the theory has made impact the industry significantly. Most of the system
have a constrain and the constrain could be come from internal and external of the
system. A good controller method must be consider all of constrain when control
a system. The useful to calculate the constraints are for success in cost prediction.
In manufacturing process, the low cost production and fast in process are needed
for competition in world of industry to give a maximum profit for a company. The
constrain [26] could be appear in input, or in variable which could be manipulated.
There are many kind of constrains for instance the adjustment of valve, the maxi-
mum or minimum input value in control for dynamic system, the limitation of the
system performance, etc. The circumstances are about the constrain commonly ex-
ist, such as :
(i). A constrain occur at physical system usually called physical constrain. eg.
temperature, overshoot, etc.
(ii). In optimization theory, the results are often near the exact solution.
(iii). Addresses of constrain in most of control method make it as a posteriori.
The illustration of constrain in horizon can be seen as Fig.2.1. In the figure, there
are a few feature : a reference signal is a goal for the output to follow with small
error, k is a discrete time and a constrain value. One of predictive control capability
is to handle the constrain, systematically. A predictive control is used to predict
the behaviour of the system starting from current time k until future prediction time
(k + l) and l step a head could be dierent for input and output.
2.1 General form of the state space model
A state space model for predictive control has been discussed in many book. In
[26], the author assume about a linearized, discrete-time and state space model of
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Figure 2.1: Receding horizon of predictive control with constrain
the system can be seen as :
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + u(k)
y(k) = Cyx(k)
z(k) = Czx(k) (2.1)
where x, n, u, l, and y are an n-dimensional state vector, an l-dimensional input
vector, an my-dimensional vector of measured outputs, and an mz-dimensional vec-
tor of outputs, respectively. The overlap sometime could be occur in large case for
variables y and z. The assumption which often use y  z, the C is used to denote Cy
and Cz, my and mz are denoted by m, and the k index is time steps.
The standard form is used because it connects with the standard theory of linear
system and control. There are a few assumption at time k :
(i). To get of y(k) value.
(ii). The input for the plant u(k) is computed.
(iii). Use the input u(k) to the plant, the aim is to get the output predictive y(k + l).
Based on the assumption, the delay of time occur between measuring y(k) and ap-
plying u(k). So, the measurement of y(k) from u(k) cannot calculate directly, like
(2.1). The structure of predictive control can be seen in Fig.2.2.
The variable of z(k) in principle is depends on variable u(k) to calculate the
output of controller and the description of the z(k) is as follow :
z(k) = Czx(k) + Dzu(k) (2.2)
in some case the non zero of Dz could be useful. A new vector is designed to avoid
losing data at calculation when control the output.
z˜(k) = z(k)   Dzu(k) (2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Example of predictive control
2.2 The Sparse Vector for `1-norm Optimization
This paper use a sparseness vector, which has contain element zero more than el-
ement non zero inside the vector. This theory is used to reduce the process of
calculation and there are two kind of sparseness row sparse and column sparse. In
this research, we use column sparse and the goal of this research is to get a simple
programming code, low error and fast in computation with sparseness vector. An-
other benefit of sparseness is to reduce a memory space in computer. Consider there
is a problem solution :
Ax = b (2.4)
where a matrix A 2 <mn, vector b 2 <m and find a vector x 2 <n. The optimize
solution is vector x and the vector of x has a form like Fig.2.3.
Figure 2.3: Example of sparseness
Commonly, the vector x in Fig.2.3 is called sparse vector where * is a non zero
element, ai and b are a vector. Obviously, the advantage of sparseness can be known
by the structure of the vector. The method fast in calculation and lack of memory
binary code in store process.
A conventional method to solve Ax = b is linear least-square or linear least-
norm and to solve the problem l2-norm is used for the optimal solution. In this paper
there are a few approach to solve the optimization problem to solve JIT case and of
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the is `1-norm solution. The `1-norm can be used to check if the vector x is sparse
and the definition of `1-norm is :
jjxjj1 = jx1j + jx2j + ::: + jxN j (2.5)
where N is the length of the x and the `1-norm optimization [23] is :
min jjxjj1
subject to Ax = b (2.6)
where C 2 <on and d 2 <o. The vector x gives us an approximation solution and
the x has plenty of zero elements than non zero elements.
2.3 Just In Time Matrix Database
Database of JIT is collected by applying a randomly selected input for a system. A
matrix was designed to instead of model. To get appropriate control input for the
future, we need a data from previous process, the data are input and output. The
data are arranged in a matrix and the matrix call a database matrix. The goal is to
get a better data that near the past process and better result also.
The range of data, length of data, number of data,etc. from input and output
can be defined by the operator before arrange them in a matrix. Fig.2.4 and Fig.2.5
illustrate the graph of input and output for database.













Figure 2.4: Example of input u for database
One way to make database matrix is to collect data from several input and output
from random process. To produce the data, we have to assume a few parameter and
10












Example Output y from random input between −0.15 until 0.15
k
Figure 2.5: Example of output y for database
the parameters are l (length of data), m (integer number of past output), n (integer
number of future input) and P (integer number of step ahead). The parameter is
defined before design the matrix. The purpose is to measure the size of matrix that
is needed in the database to order the space memory in computer.
The aim of this problem is to find the best future input u(k + 1) to follow the
reference r with the smallest error. For the first step we make a vector consist of u f
is u future, y f is y future and r is a reference signal. The P-step-ahead is decided by















The reference r for system is :








In this section, the parameter l, m and n produce these kind of vector. The yp
is a past output, up is a past input. All of data come from prior experiment to set a
matrix database : (where p = past, f=future)
yp(k) =
26666666664










After that, we have to get a weight matrix  1... k and the weight matrix comprise











Matrix  l is an important matrix and  l is matrix A. This matrix is calculated
with information vector data (k) to find optimize vector x and to get the information
vector discuss in the next section. The last step is to make the a matrix database M
and the matrix M consist of two element  l and input u f . In this matrix we add one
parameter u f , the purpose is to make a memory slot in matrix. But to compare with
information vector we do not use u f . The u f uses in matrix C to obtain vector d.
The following database algorithm is used to predict the uˆ(k + 1).
M =
"
 1     l
u f1    u fl
#
(2.13)
2.4 Just In Time Information Vector
A plant is controlled with assumption by sampling time of T . To solve a predictive
control problem, we have to have a way to predict the input for the future and JIT is
a controller that we choose.
In Fig.2.6, we can see the overview of the control system with JIT controller.
The controller produce u from JIT and then use it to be an input for the system to
follow the reference signal and the process repeat time by time until finish.
Almost all JIT method has an information vector ((k)). The vector give an
information about a few signal to achieve the goal to follow the reference. The









Figure 2.6: System description of discrete controller
yp =
26666666664










In the eq.2.1, there is matrix A. The matrix A in this method is a database  and
the matrix b is an information vector. The matrix C is a matrix consist of a vector
from u f . The last vector d is a desire future input uˆ(k + 1) for the system.
2.5 Database Maintenance
An overview of database maintenance :
Figure 2.7: Database maintenance in model-free predictive control
When an unstable system is given to be controlled, we first make a database
which stores input/output data of the unstable system. Then, we have to stabilize
the unstable system to use a standard feedback control method not model-free pre-
dictive control. The simplest way of stabilizing is static feedback
u(k) = K(r(k)   y(k)) + v(k) (2.17)
with a constant gain K and the additional control input v to the stabilized system.
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Due to limitation of making the database for model-free predictive control as in
the case where the unstable system is given, we often see the degradation in control
performance when we control the system at dierent operation point from that the
database was made. To resolve the problem, we store the latest data obtained in





Many kinds of method which can use to solve the optimization problem. In this
thesis, there are three methods : Locally Weight Average (LWA), Least-Norm and
`1-norm minimization. The methods are compared each others to understand the
capability of methods in model-free predictive control case.
The key to control the system in this paper is weight factor x (Ax = b). The
weight factor is used to get the input u to the system. The database is made to
enrich the information based on previous experiment and the database collected to
be a single matrix A. The b is called information vector and designed from a few
past output y, reference signal r and a few past input u. In previous chapter the
discrete time is indicated by k but in this chapter until the last chapter the discrete
time is indicated by t and the symbol k represented for another purpose.
3.1 Locally Weight Average (LWA)
To use model predictive control, we need to apply a system identification technique
to obtain a model. Instead, model-free predictive control does not require any math-
ematical models. Model-free predictive control proposed by [17] utilizes collected
past I/O data of the system to build a controller method as N vectors
ai :=
2666666664yp(ti)y f (ti)up(ti)
3777777775 2 <d; i = 1; 2; : : : ;N; (3.1)
ci := u f (ti) 2 <hu ; i = 1; 2; : : : ;N; (3.2)
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where
d = n + hy + m; (3.3)
yp(t) =
26666666664










An underlying idea of model-free predictive control consists two step:




that contains the current situation up(t), yp(t), and the desired trajectory for
the future output r(t);
(ii). generating the expected future input sequence as LWA to use weights xi j as









xi ju f (ti j) =
kX
j=1
xi jci j : (3.8)
In [17], the so-called Just-In-Time method [6] is utilized. Basically, all vectors
ai are sorted according to the distance to b as
d(ai1 ;b)      d(aik ;b)      d(aiN ;b): (3.9)
In addition, the number k and weights xi j for ai j satisfying
xi1  xi2      xik and
kX
j=1
xi j = 1: (3.10)
are determined, for example by using LWA and the Akaike’s Final Prediction Error










W = diag(w1; : : : ; wd) (3.13)
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where for the ith element of a j,
wi = max
j=1;:::N
a ji   min
j=1;:::N
a ji: (3.14)
Moreover, the weight is calculated as
x˜i = tr








3.2 Linear Norm Solution
In [21], finding the weights xi j is reformulated as solving the linear equation









xi1 xi2    xik
iT 2 <k: (3.19)
When d > k, the solution is given by a least mean square solution as x = (ATA) 1ATb.
When d < k, the solution is given by the least-norm (minimum norm) solution
x = AT (AAT ) 1b of
min
x
kAx   bk2 : (3.20)
The size of the solution x in (3.20) (i.e., the neighbor size k) can be extended to the
size of database N by introducing
A =
h





x1 x2 : : : xN




kAx   bk subject to kxk0 = k; (3.23)
where
kxk0 = card fxi j xi , 0g (3.24)
is the l0 norm is the total number of non-zero elements in x. Because of the l0 norm




In [22], (3.23) is reformulated as an `1-minimization problem:
min
x
kxk1 subject to Ax   b = 0: (3.25)
To solve the `1-minimization problem, it is not necessary to decide the neighbor size
k and several methods have been developed. In particular, there are a large num-
ber of `1-minimization algorithms [23] such as gradient projection, homotopy, it-
erative shrinkage-thresholding, proximal gradient, augmented Lagrange multiplier,
and Dual Augmented Lagrange Multiplier (DALM) algorithms1.
Remark 1 Just-In-Time algorithms generally cause long feedback delays. Hence,
model-free predictive control is limited to slow dynamical systems.
3.4 Model-free Predictive Control Algorithm
The fundamental procedure is summarized as follows.
Initialization. Determine n;m;N; hu; and hy. Let the discrete-time be t = 0.
Step 1. Whenever t  max(n;m), repeat this step. Measure y(t) and apply u(t)
with an appropriate value to the controlled system. Increment the discrete-time as
t  t + 1.
Step 2. From the given reference trajectory r(t), define a query vector (3.6).
Step 3. Perform one of the three methods given below.
Step 3a (by LWA). Using the sorted vectors ai1 : : : ; aik satisfying (3.9) and
LWA in the Just-In-Time algorithm [6], determine the number k and weights xi1 ; : : : ; xik
as 3.10.
Step 3b (by least-norm solution). For the sorted vectors ai1 : : : ; aik satisfying
(3.9), determine weights xi1 ; : : : ; xik by solving (3.17).
Step 3c (by `1-minimization). Using all vectors a1 : : : ; aN , solve the `1-minimization
problem 3.25, and determine k and index i1; : : : ; ik according to
jxi1 j      jxik j      jxiN j: (3.26)
Step 4. The expected future input sequence is calculated by (3.7).
1MATLAB solvers are available at http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu
/˜yang/software/l1benchmark/l1benchmark.zip
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Step 5. Apply the first element uˆ(tjt) of uˆ f (t) to the system as u(t). Increment the
discrete-time as t  t + 1, and return to Step 2.
Remark 2 In this paper, to compare the ability of model-free predictive control
to stabilize unstable systems, only when we first construct a database that stores
the input/output (training) data of the given unstable system, we use a standard
feedback control, rather than model-free predictive control. Hence, in Section 3, to
obtain the the input/output (training) data, we used
u(t) = K(z)(r(t)   y(t)) + v(t) (3.27)
with a controller K(z) and a persisting exciting signal v to the system.
3.5 Database Maintenance for system
The stabilization step use (3.27) and the irrelevant data can make the size of database
increase, to avoid that for bad data can be deleted. For example in Step 5, at time t
the most irrelevant data aiN and ciN in the database are replaced with2666666664yp(t   h)y f (t   h)up(t   h)
3777777775 and u f (t   h) (3.28)
where h = max(hy; hu).
However, because this method records u produced unsatisfactory control results
(i.e., large dierence r   y) in the database, it often generates a poor control per-
formance. Hence, we update the database only when (3.28) yields small tracking
errors that are less than a prescribed level, i.e.,
kr(t   h)   y f (t   h)k <  (3.29)






In this section, we present several simulation results to evaluate the eect by database
updates on model-free predictive control for unstable systems and to compare the
three methods in Step 3. We used the system
y(t) = 1:2y(t   1) + u(t   1) + "(t) (4.1)
with the unstable pole 1:2. The training data was created to use stabilizing feedback
(3.27) with K =  0:5 and r(k) = 0. The resulting stabilized system is
y(t) = 0:7y(t   1) + v(t   1) + "(t): (4.2)
To apply 100 sets of random sequences "(t) according to Gaussian distribution with
zero mean, variance 2 = 0:052, and random sequence v(t) generated from a uni-
form distribution [ 3; 3] to the stabilized system, we generated 100 databases con-
taining samples (N = 600) of the control input u(t) and output y(t). An example of
the input/output data is shown in Fig. 4.1. Throughout the simulations, we set the
order of the system and horizons as n = 1, m = 1, hy = 1, and hu = 1, and used two
types of the references r: the sinusoidal signal




and the square signal
r(t) =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
0 0  t < 50
1 50  t < 100
0 100  t < 150




We used (3.9) and (3.15) as LWA for Step 3a and fixed the neighbor size k = 4. We
adopted the distance defined by (3.12) for all methods to sort vectors. In Step 3b,
we fixed k = 10. Since d = n + hy + m = 3 < k, Step 3b provides the least-norm
solution. In Step 3c, we used the DALM method [23] to solve (3.25).
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Figure 4.1: Stored measurement data of the stabilized system for model-free pre-
dictive control. Top plot: y. Bottom plot: u.
4.2 Results and Discussions
To use the generated 100 databases and another 100 random sequences "(t), we
simulated the three methods for model-free predictive control. To compare these
methods, we calculated the sum of the squares of the tracking error e(t) = r(t)  y(t)




In Fig. 4.2, To denote the sequence of signal e(a); :::; e(b), we adopt the “colon”
notation in Matlab as e(a : b). In fig Fig. 4.2, we show the boxplots of 100 samples
of the sum of the squares of e(101:500) and we conclude as follows.
 Model-free predictive control by the least-norm solution (Step 3b) and `1-
minimization (Step 3c) yields less tracking errors than the standard LWA
method (Step 3a). In the standard LWA method, we have several tunable
parameters (the neighbor size k, weight for the distance, etc.). Hence, there is
a possibility to obtain better results using more appropriate parameter values.
 Although `1-minimization (Step 3c) is the best in view of the tracking error,
the computational time by `1-minimization is much longer than that by other
methods. The average computational ratios of Step 3b to Step 3a and Step 3c
to Step 3a were approximately 0.999 and 14.21, respectively.
 In all methods, the tracking error for the square reference signal is smaller
than that for the sinusoidal one because the former is a piecewise constant.
Furthermore, to evaluate the eectiveness of database maintenance for model-
















standard LWA method least-norm solution ℓ1-minimization
Figure 4.2: Boxplot of the sum of squares of the tracking error e(t) = r(t)   y(t) for
the sinusoidal (label 1) and square references (label 2): (a) standard LWA method,








































Figure 4.3: Boxplot of the sum of squares of the tracking error e(t) = r(t) y(t) when
we used the method by the least-norm solution to evaluate the eect of database
maintenance: (a) the sinusoidal reference and (b) the square reference.
databases (N = 200) and compared the sum of squares of the tracking error over
three intervals: e(201:400), e(1201:1400), and e(2201:2400).
We show a typical result in Fig. 4.3, which we obtained when we used 100 sets
of random sequences "(t) according to Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
variance 2 = 0:012. The variance was smaller than that (2 = 0:052) in the first
simulation results. To obtain the results, we used the level of database maintenance
 = 6  10 4 for the sinusoidal reference and  = 5  10 4 for the square reference.
The results were sensitive to . From Fig. 4.3, we conclude as follows.
 The interquartile range indicated by the boxes became smaller through database
maintenance.
 The maximum of data points indicated by the end of the upper whiskers also
became smaller through database maintenance.
 There are outliers indicated by “+”. In particular, there exist large valued















standard LWA method least-norm solution ℓ1-minimization



















standard LWA method least-norm solution ℓ1-minimization
(b) the system (4.7)
Figure 4.4: Boxplot of the sum of squares of the tracking error e(t) = r(t)   y(t) for
the sinusoidal (label 1) and square references (label 2).
 The distribution of the tracking errors for the square reference is poorer than
that for the sinusoidal reference, unlike the distribution shown in Fig. 4.2; this
is because of the piecewise constant reference. The procedure of database
maintenance sweeps away important data for another setpoint r. The growth
of the ratio of the current setpoint data causes the degradation of the control
results when the setpoint r changes.
To investigate more, we also used several addition system for comparison.
y(t) = y(t   1) + y(t   2) + 4u(t   1) + "(t); (4.6)
y(t) = 2y(t   1)   3y(t   2) + 2u(t   1) + "(t): (4.7)
The training data was also created to use stabilizing feedback
u(t) =  0:35y(t   1) + v(t); (4.8)
u(t) =  0:5y(t) + 1:3y(t   1) + v(t); (4.9)
respectively, so that the resulting stabilized systems are both
y(t) = y(t   1)   0:4y(t   2) + v(t   1) + "(t): (4.10)
Obtained boxplots are shown in Fig. 4.4. In particular, the standard LWA method
(Step 3a) shows worse tracking errors and cannot stabilize (4.7).
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4.3 Plots of Simulations
Finally, we show a few of simulation results in Figs. 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. In the
figures, the red dashed line indicate the reference signal r; the blue solid line is the
output y; and the top, middle, and bottom are output y, input u, and error e, respec-
tively. In the simulation, there are two reference signal. For sinusoidal reference
signal are represented by Figs. 4.5 and 4.7, and then square reference signal can be
seen in Figs. 4.6 and 4.8.
The fixed database graphs in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 indicate that for blue line as an
output can follow the red line reference very well but in Fig.4.5a which used LWA
method, the graph shows the worst result than others graph.
The next simulation used a database maintenance and the simulation can be seen
in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. Both graph give us information that database maintenance give


















































Figure 4.5: Simulation results of model-free predictive control for the sinusoidal
reference signal using a fixed database and the (a) standard LWA method, (b) least-


















































Figure 4.6: Simulation results of model-free predictive control for the square refer-
ence signal using a fixed database and the (a) standard LWA method, (b) least-norm


















































Figure 4.7: Simulation results of model-free predictive control for the sinusoida
reference signal using an update database and the (a) standard LWA method, (b)


















































Figure 4.8: Simulation results of model-free predictive control for the square refer-
ence signal using an update database and the (a) standard LWA method, (b) least-




Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
In this study, we compared the three methods based on LWA, least-norm solutions,
and `1-minimization in model-free predictive control using Just-In-Time modeling
for an unstable system.
 The least-norm solutions and `1-norm solutions give much smaller tracking
errors than the LWA.
 `1-minimization requires much longer computational time.
 we concluded that the method using least-norm solutions is the best for prac-
tical usage.
 we determined that database maintenance yields better results when working
with a small-sized database.
 We concluded for system that has similar characteristics with our system (4.1)
can produce similar results in general.
5.2 Future Work
The results in this research are simulation based. Then, we consider that a further
theoretical research is needed. The next step is to apply the proposed methods to
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